Single Side Scrolling Light Box with LED Display
Item Code: SLB-T-SA01

FOB Price:

$1,823/set

Mini Order:

20 packs

Shipping Weight:
Average Rating:

651.2lb (296kg)

Inquire Now

Overview
Characteristics:
.External frame material: Powder coated steel
. Panel material: Tempered glass
. Image: Single side scrolling
. Usable life: Qualified installation will ensure normal service life up to 10 years, based on a 14 hour day use.
. Automatic Poster Setting function: When the power is suddenly off, the poster does not show a full image.
. The light box poster’s moving time is about 4s, the stop/display time can be controlled from `0` to999 seconds.
Scrolling Light Box integrates advanced mechanical, electronic and digital control technologies to achieve significant advantages in both
functionality and reliability.
Scrolling Light Box is a multi-image advertising or information billboard, designed for both indoor and outdoor applications.
It can carry up to 15 posters on a scroll, controlled by a micro-computer, the display time of each poster can be precisely programmed
from `1` to 99 seconds.
Up to ten Scrolling Light boxes can run in-sync to deliver breath-taking visual effect.
Highlights:
This kind of scrolling light box is single sided and can have a LED message display on the top, to increase value and enable high quality
to meet customers' requirements.
Remarks:
1. The price includes light tube, but does not include the graphics. Images can be printed according to clients' requirements, but you
have to pay an extra fee.
2. The unit price above is for MOQ=20 pcs, an additional 15% of the price will be added to orders that are less than MOQ.

Details
Powder coated steel

External Frame Material

47.2"×82.7"×14.2" (1200×2100×360mm)

Overall Size

Tempered glass

Panel Material

Single side scrolling

Image

Specifications

Specifications
Overall Size (W×H×T)

47.2"×82.7"×14.2" (1200×2100×360mm)

Packing Size

87.8"×52.4"×19.7"(2230×1330×500mm)

Gross weight

202.8lb (92kg)

Power supply

AC110V/220V

Power of motor

25W/pc (Two motors)
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